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~Ed itorial __ .... 

, Hi all you people out there in Skysailor land, yours truly here 
with another excitement-packed issue. This month I'm going 
to ramble on about nothing in particular, but I'm sure that you 
have all come to expect that nowadays. 

Recently I received a couple of contributions that were nothing 
short of disgusting. One was called "Ragar the Raper" and 
the other "Trike or Dike". They were not accompanied by the 
sender's name, and even if they were, there is no way in the 
world they could have been published. Come on people, send 
in some decent contributions. It's not becoming in a magazine to 
publish so many reprints, but with the sparse amount of mail 
in my mailbox recently, it becomes necessary. 

While flying Stanwell recently I noticed an R.c. glider flying 
in their normal place up north. Next thing I knew it had 
turned into a jet which roared by at 200ft and shot up the 
valley - flying directly over our landing area. Needless to say 
I was somewhat perturbed by this, so I rang the Airforce. The 
attitude taken by them was "so what, we've a right to be 
there, it's your responsibility to get outof their way. Maybe 
you should take up stamp collecting"f I've always regarded 
the armed forces as a pack of morons and this reinforced my 
views.) I then rang the D.O.A., who were sympathetic, but 
admitted that there was little they could do. The question 
one is forced to ask is why are we given height restrictions if 
other aircraft can fly beneath them? As far as I can see there 
is no good answer. 

Speaking of R.c. gliders, I wiped my third off the sky a while 
back at Long Reef. It seems some of the pilots of these little 
hazards are about as careful as the Airforce idiots. All three I 
collided with could have avoided me as I was flying a 
straight line, but they all ended up falling out of the sky in 
pieces so although we can't really avoid jets, it is advisable to 
keep well clear of remote control Kamakazi's. 

Purists have been whinging about trikes ever since the question 
of whether or not to include them in the HGFA came up, but 
enlightened pilots have come to realise they are a very useful 
servant for hang gliders. I think the unspoken fear is that 
pilots will all start flying trikes because you can always get 
up in them, but if you think about it most of the fun we have is 
trying to stay up or get highter. 

Anyway that's enough for one issue. 

See ya later, 

Geoff 
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~~Safety Digest~~ .. 
- from the National Safety Director 

As reported in last month's issue, a fatal towing accident 
occurred in West Australia in late March. The following 
report has been compiled from information supplied in an 
official accident report, as well as additional information 
from my own enquiries. I would like to thank all those who 
supplied information about the accident, especially Lindsay 
Hall who supplied the the official report. Having witnessed 
a few fatal accidents personally in the early yea rs of flyin g, I 
realise how traumatic it can be to have to relive the accident 
when making out the report. However, I feel I should make a 
few comments on the reporting of serious accidents in general. 

Despite the dramatic decrease in the number of fatalities in 
the last 8 years or so, hang gliding is still seen by the general 
public as a high risk sport and serious accidents still attract a 
great deal of media attention. When a fatality occurs, the 
press and OOA can be relied on to contact members of State and 
Federal Committees seeking information on the accident. 
Because of this, it is vital that in the event of a fatal 
accident, members of State and HGFA committees are 
informed of the accident as soon as is humanly possible. In the 
case of this latest fatality, I only found out about it by chance 
nearly two weeks after it occurred, and I was the first member 
of HGFA committee to hear anything about it. If you are 
unlucky enough to witness a serious or fatal accident, please 
let one of us know. Don't assume that someone else is going to 
do it. 

Accident Report 

Date: 29 March 1987 
Location: Yanchep airstrip (near Wannaroo WA) 
Site: Grass airstrip facing E-W, 2km from coast. 
Surrounded by light brush on rocky limestone soil. 
Conditions: 8-10 kt easterly wind. Good visibility and no 
gusts or turbulence in evidence. Wind approx 5° off to right. 
Pilot: Michael Wright 
Ratin~: PR2 
Pilot's injuries: Severe internal and chest injuries resulting in 
death. 
Glider: ULFS Swift 170 
Dama~e to ~Iider: Extensive airframe damage. 
Method of launch: Auto tow. 
Tow equipment: Electronic tow meter. Three strand twine 
weak link. No radio was carried on the glider - ground relay 
used. 
Sequence of events: (eyewitness account) . "The wind was 
blowing from about 5° off to the right. I had first tow. The 
weak link broke at about 200' . Second tow very smooth ride -
no bumps at all. 

Mike had the third tow. It was his first tow, so we 
told him how it was done. He was instructed to go only when 
the wings were level. For the first 50' to pull the bar in a bit 
and not to do any corrections - let the kite fly itself. 

Just after T /0 the kite did a slight turn to the right. 
After a few seconds (at about 50') it turned very hard to the 
left as if the pilot had tried to correct the turn. The kite 
continued the tum into the scrub on the LHS of the runway" 
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Since receiving this report, r have found also that the 
weaklink did not break, and that the pilot appears to have 
moved his hands from the uprights to the base bar. At this 
stage it is difficult to judge the inportance, if any, of these 
factors . 

Analysis: 
At the time of writing this report, the coronial enquiry into 
the circumstances of Mike's accident has not been held, and it 
would therefore not be appropriate to comment directly on the 
causes of the accident. If necessary, further information will 
be published in later issues. The following comments do not 
relate specifically to this accident, but are included in the 
interests of promoting safe towing procedures. 

1. Contrary to popular belief, surface towing is 
inherently more dangerous than foot launching, due to the 
involvement of mechanical equipment and extra personnel. 
Surface towing only becomes acceptably safe if all equipment 
is functioning perfectly and all persons involved in the tow 
carry out their tasks properly. 

2. Constant radio communication between the glider and 
the tow vehicle is essential throughout the whole tow and the 
pilot should be able to warn the driver of any problems 
immediately. Because of the time lag involved in the 
transmission of tension from the glider along the line to the 
tension meter, the tension meter is not sufficient to warn the 
driver of problems in all cases. 

3. Inexperienced tow pilots should only tow under ideal 
conditions, and under the direct supervision of an experienced 
tow pilot (preferably an instructor experienced in tow 
instruction techniques). Before their first tow, all new tow 
pilots should be fully conversant with all relevent towing 
procedures, and the reasons for them, as well as emergency 
procedures such as weak link break, release malfunction and 
incipient 'lockout' . 

4. The addition of 180-200lbs of force on the glider from 
the towline through the harness has the effect of making the 
glider considerably more responsive to control movements, 
especially in roll. Inexperienced tow pilots frequently have 
problems controlling roll oscillations while under tow. 
Because of this, it is considered safer to use a lower line tension 
(120-150lbs) when towing inexperienced tow pilots, and even 
safer to allow new tow pilots to experience the feeling of being 
pulled along by a tow line using a hand tow. 

5. For reasons outlined in point 2, under NO circumstances 
should a ground relay be used to control launch. The pilot must 
remain in command of the tow vehicle throughout the whole 
tow. 

6. Pilots should always remain in the hang position until 
they have released the tow line. Naturally the pilot's hands 
should remain on the uprights during this phase as this 
allows more direct and accurate control of the glider. 

7. Twine weak links should be thoroughly checked 
before every tow, and replaced after every three to five tows. 
A twine weak link may become twisted and hence not break at 
the desired tension unless these checks are carried out. 
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8. In some gliders, the positioning of the keel attachment 
point for the bridle is very critical, and small variations can 
have major effects on the roll and yaw stability of the glider. 
It is therefore vital that the attachment point be fixed In the 
position ideal for that type of glider. 

As stated earlier, these comments are not meant to deal 
directly with this particular accident, but should be seen as a 
general warning to all pilots who tow, or are contemplating 
towing in the future. There can be no half measures in hang 
gliding safety . You either do it exactly right, or you risk 
death . Please be careful. 

SQUALLS and STORMS 

Last Saturday, I didn't go flying. I had a lot of things to do 
and the cold, wet winds and frequest squalls were hardly an 
inspiring prospect. Later on in the afternoon, I was standing in 
my front yard, scraping a barker's egg from the sale of my foot 
with a copy of 'Watchtower' when I noticed a particularly 
nasty looking cumulus cloud hovering over where I judged 
Stanwell to be. "Glad I'm not under that one" I thought to 
myself. It looked like one of those clouds that freeze ducks 
and break perfectly good airliners. 

In the following few days I received no less than 10 phone 
calls from people wanting to tell me about what happened at 
Stanwell on Saturday. 

Apparently the cloud I could see from my front yard had 
moved in from the sea after threatening to do so for quite some 
time. By the time it hit, bringing winds of up to 4Smph at sea 
level, all the pilots with any degree of intelligence had 
landed, secured their gliders, and taken shelter. There were, 
however, some five or six fools who thought that an obviously 
violent squall heading their way was nothing to worry about. 
It was not until later that evening that everyone had been 
accounted for and, from all reports, it was sheer luck that 
nobody got hurt. 

To some, the idea of a tiny aircraft braving the tempest, being 
buffeted about and hit by hailstones may conjure up images of 
Magellan or Drake. But I think that in this case, the folly of 
Lear (the king, not the jet) would be a better analogy. Staying 
in the air in the path of an approaching squall is the height 
of stupidity and how any experienced pilot could allow 
himself to get into such a situation is quite beyond me. 
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Over the past 12 years, we have made many advances in the 
area of safety. Glider designs have become progressively 
safer, the rating system, safety officers and instructor 
certification have been developed, and helmets have become 
compulsory. But all of this is useless without safe pilots. 
Although our safety record has improved over recent years, it 
is still nowhere as good as it could be. Pilots will always 
make the occasional error, that's part of being human, and 
some of these mistakes will result in accidents . But it seems 
that an ever increasing number of reported and unreported 
accidents are resulting from just pl ain slackness . Having 
watched the development of hang gliding over the last 12 
years or so, and having seen the amount of effort that has been 
put into making hang gliding a safe sport, I must say it galls 
me to see all that effort wasted by fools and ratbags who 
overestimate their own ability to such an extent as to believe 
that they can ignore the hard-won lessons of the past. But I 
don't suppose that anyone idiotic enough to ignore the 
approach of a violent squall is likely to be terribly moved by 
public castigation, so I might as well leave some room for 
cartoons. 

See you next month 
Christophe. 

NOTICE 
IMPORTANT RATING CHANGE - CORRYONG AREA 

Mt Elliot and Mt Mittamatite are now rated "ADVANCED" 
(PR4). 

This means that you must be an "advanced" (PR4) rated pilot 
to fly these sites. 

Do not turn up in the area expecting to fly if you are not an 
"advanced" pilot, or you will be unpolitely asked to go home. 

The only exceptions to this rating is (and read this carefully) 
if you are in intermediate pilot with extensive inland thermal 
experience, have your log book with you to testify as to that 
fact and have an "advanced" safety officer or instructor who 
knows your personal flying ability AT THE TAKE OFF EACH 
FLIGHT. 

If this seems a bit heavy it's because pilots either don't read 
Skysailor, can't read the signs at all sites here, don't heed the 
advice of more experienced pilots and think they know better. 
It's not funny and anyone who wants to ruin the chances of 
flying in this area by being irresponsible and having 
preventable accidents, won't from now on be given the chance. 

My apologies for the "heaviness" of this but I tried to be 
polite before and that didn't/doesn't seem to work. 

Glenn Wilson 
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The 360
0 

Turn and its dangers when ridge-soaring 

by Maurie Brearley 

Many years ago I was asked a 
question by a pilot in the RAAF 
who had spent a lot of time on 
maritime work. He said: "It is 
sometimes necessary for me to fly 
in a circular patch, relative to the 
ground, around a stationary 
object such as a dinghy which is 
in the water below. If there is a 
wind blowing, I have to make 
continual changes in bank, turn 
and throttle setting to achieve 
this. Can you tell me the shape 
of the curve that I must be flying 
relative to the air in order to 
achieve the circular ground 
path?" 

After much work I was able to 
answer his question. The shape 
of the curve depends on the ratio 
of the speed of the wind and the 
airspeed of the aircraft. The 
curve is similar to (but not 
identical with) those in Figures 
1a and 2a . I coined the name 
'aeroid' to denote the curve, and 
was rather proud of this, but 
nobody else ever used it. My 
published paper on the subject 
(Reference 1) caused a 
monumental lack of interest; 
nobody wrote to me and asked 
for a reprint of it. Even the 
ability of the theory to predict the 
increased fuel consumption due 
to a wind created no Air Force 
interest. 

Many readers of Skysailor will 
remember Wayne Blackmore, 
the first President of the Hang 
Gliding Federation of Australia. 
He was also at one stage President 
of the South Australian Hang 
Gliding Association, and was 
Australia's first paraplegic hang 
glider pilot. His life story has 
been the subject of a book 
(Reference 2). 

In 1975 Wayne said to me: "One 
favourite manoeuvre in a hang 
glider is a 3600 turn. If there is a 
strong wind blowing, you have to 
be careful that it doesn't carry you 
into a ridge you are soaring in 
front of. Do you know the shape 
of the flight path relative to the 

Figure lao Ground path of glider performing a constant rate 360 0 

turn, for k = v/V = 1/2. The turn begins and ends 
downwind. 

{D . d DwflWlfl 

Wind 

Fi g ur e l b . As f o r Fig.la, but turn begins and ends upwind. 
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ground when a 3600 turn is done 
at a constant rate in a uniform 
wind?" 

I replied at once: "This is a 
problem I have already solved. 
The curve is an aeroid, and I 
wrote a paper about it." 

It was obvious to me that the two 
situations were equivalent, and 
for Wayne's benefit I prepared to 
copy from my 1970 paper the 
relevant mathematics . This, 
however, is one of these 
in triguing cases where 
something that is 'obvious' is in 
fact false . The hang glider's 
ground path is not an aeroid, 
though its shape is very similar 
to one. The mathematics 
required to plot the glider's 
ground path is much simpler 
than that needed for an aeroid, 
and may be seen in the Appendix 
at the end of this article. 

The implications for hang glider 
safety are important, as will be 
seen from the gound paths 
plotted in Figures 1 and 2. These 
are drawn for values k = 1/2 and 
k = 1 respectively of the constant 
defined by: 

k = v IV, where v = speed 
of the wind, 

V = speed of the glider 
relative to the air. 

Both of these speeds are assumed 
to be constant, and the glider is 
supposed to travel in a circular 
path relative to the air, with a 
constant rate of turn. 
Figures 1 and 2 show how the 
glider is carried downwind 
during the turn. For a glider 
soaring in front of a slope 
towards which the wind is 
blowing, a 3600 turn is usually 

relevant ones. The arrows on all 
these paths show the headings of 
the glider at various stages of the 
turns. 

As a numerical example, suppose 
that the radius of turn of the 
glider relative to the air is 17 
metres . Then by scaling off 
Figures 1 and 2 it is found that 
the downwind travel during a 
complete turn is 53 metres if the 
wind speed is half the glider 
airspeed, and is 110 metres if 
these speeds are equal. 

In practice, of course, the wind 
speed v and glider air speed V 
will not be exactly constant, but 
any variations will not invalidate 
the general effect depicted in the 
accompanying diagrams. 

begun when heading upwind, for Experienced glider pilots are very 
which figures Ib and 2b are the aware of the danger of being 

swept into a slope while 

Figure 2a. Ground path of glider performing a constant rate 3600 
turn, for k = v/V = 1 . The turn begins and ends 
downwind . 

r ~Dowf'l wind t r ave l 

W/nd 

Figure 2b. As for Fig.2a, but turn begins and ends upwind . 
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performing a 3600 turn. For less 
experienced pilots, the visual 
evidence of the downwind travel 
component in Figures 1b and 2b 
may be a useful warning. 

The path equations derived in 
the Appendix may be used in an 
obvious way to plot curves like 
those of Figures 1 and 2 for any 
desired value of the constant k. 
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Appendix 
Derivation of ground path 
equations for a glider performing 
a constant rate 3600 turn in a 
uniform wind. 

Let v = wind speed 
(assumed constant), 

V glider airspeed 
(assumed constant), 

k = v/V, 
a = radius of circular turn. 

ground path are 
x = vt + a sin 0, 
y = a(1 - cos 0), 

where the time t is found by 
integrating the equation 

dO/dt = V /a = constant. 
Hence 0 = Vt/a and t = aO/V, 
giving the ground path equations 

x = a(kO + sin 0), 
y = a(1 - cos 0). 

These enable the gound path to 
be plotted as in Figure 3b for any 
desired value of k. To convert 
this to one which begins and 
ends upwind, the two halves of 
the curve must be relocated in an 

If the angle 0 of turn in obvious way. 
performed in time t, it is easily 
seen that the coordinates of the Maurice N. Brearley 

29/8 The Strand 
Williamstown Vic 3016 

Wind >" 
v 

Figure 3a. Circular air path Figure 3b. Ground path 
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Captain Cook did it now the Cairns 
Hang Gliding Club has landed in 
Cooktown too - but unlike the old 
captain we had to take-off first. 

Thursday 16th April. A short visit to 
Chris Bolton's to see if he's going to 
Gartners Beach for the weekend to do 
some flying. No, he's off to Cooktown 
without his kite? Chris has a newish 
4/4 and wants to drive up through Cape 
Tribulation to Cooktown. I may as well 
go too as there's a site a Cooktown that 
looks like it may have some potential 
and hasn't been flown yet. We have to 
make a rack for my glider and change 
the wheels on Chris's Toyota. 

Next day off we go looking at every 
hill, as hang glider pilots are prone to 
do . All the way to Bloomfield, where 
we spent the night with some friends of 
Chris', 3500 acres with rainforest and 
hundreds of fruit trees to pick from not 
to mention the 2500ft ridge that runs 
through their property. But that's not 
what we're here for so it's on to 
Cooktown. 

When we arrived there we had hoped 
to fly Grassy Hill in the centre of town 
but although the wind was raging there 
wasn't a clear landing site to be seen. 
Now as we stand on Grassy Hill we can 
see what we came to fly, Mt Saunders, 
all 980ft of it and not to mention the rest 
of the ridge which runs up the coast for 
15km past Indian Heads; and out of 
sight, Nob Point, all of which are 
facing the prevailing winds. 

Unfortunately there are no roads to this 
ridge as it is on an Aboriginal Reserve; 
so like the old captain we must go by 

sea. That evening we arrange boat hire 
for the next day, at $40 and retire to our 
camp on the Endeavour river. The 
locals said watch out for crocodiles, so 
we did. 

Next morning at 6am while boiling the 
billy, an outboard motor passed 
overhead. Well it was really an 
ultralight. The owner told us of hills 
(ill over the area with roads up them 
from which we could launch, but again 
he didn't think there was anywhere to 
land. 

KEEP IT uP THE: 

THERMALS G£rn~t; 
STRoN (,E:/t ! 

So it's back to Mt. Saunders and the 
boat hire. There we are standing in 
shark and crocodile infested water 
tieing our gliders to this 16ft speed boat 
and we are more worried about getting 
salt water on our kites, than the bities. 

When we finally get to the beach on 
the other side of inc river the boat 
cannot get in close enough to get the 
gliders off without going through the 
same procedure again. 

With much gusto we assault the hill 
climbing to the most likely spot, or so 
we thought. Set up was quick, as the 
wind was on, in fact it was so good we 
stopped for a drink before taking off. 
Now you know the story, wind died off 
once we were set up, it happened! 

The day drifted by agonisingly slowly 
and we sat there cursing our luck. Chris 
was losing his patience and offered me 
a keel assisted launch and we decided 
to carry the gliders further up the hill 
at 3.30. So 3.30 came and I tried to carry 
my Foil up through the few trees that 
blocked our path, only to put a small 
tear in the sail. This stopped me but not 
Chris, he picked up his 210 GTR and 
pushed through the undergrowth, up to 
the 350ft mark. 

There still doesn't look like enough 
wind, then up pops a friendly Wedge 
Tail eagle and shows us where all the 
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lift is. Need I say more - Chris can take 
no more and after discussing WhICh way 
to turn after takeoff, he's gone wIth the 
sort of run you wish you did on every 
takeoff. Out to where the Wedge Tail 
was and up he goes! Great, but my Foil 
is way down the hill. I can look up at 
Chris now and he's at 2500ft which is 
cloud base and listen to his elated cries. 
Only one thing to do, back down the 
hill and pack up my glider so that I can 
carry it up the hill. While I do this 
Chris has vanished up the coast out of 
site, still yelping with joy. By the time 
I get my glider up to take off the 
retrieval boat has arrived on the scene 
and it's time for Chris to land. All 
hope of us leaving for Cairns in the 
morning is gone. Chris wants to fly here 
again and I just want to fly now my 
glider is at takeoff. 

Chris had flown up the coast 5km and 
come to a gap in the ridge which he 
decided not to try and cross, as he was 
flying alone. The expression on his face 
as he recalled the flight that night 
was worth a million dollars, and I 
envied him that first fly at this site. 

The next morning I was happy too. My 
glider was already at takeoff, not that 
it bothered Chris, up the hill like a 
man possessed he came and he even 
made his dog carry his harness . We 

finished setting up, and the conditions 
looked better than the previous day. 
Chris went first and I soon followed, joy 
and ecstasy, wow and all that crap! 
This is the smoothest lift we have ever 
experienced. Soon we headed north up 
the coast, up to the gap and as I tried to 
cross it I got some big sink so back I went 
only to see Chris well above me and 
going for it. By the time I had 
sufficient height to jump the gap, Chris 
was at Indian Heads, he saw me coming 
and off he went. Then as I sat above 
Indian Heads at 3500ft I saw the wind 
change on the water out to sea and 
decided not to follow. I watched Chris 
all the way to Nob Point and all the 
way back, which took a lot longer. 
Slowly he penetrated back using every 
bit of lift he could find and it was a 
relieved Chris who arrived back at 
Indian Heads well below the top of the 
ridge. 

Soon he had plenty of height so back to 
Mt. Saunders we flew where we 
admired the view of Cooktown that no 
tourist or Captain Cook ever had. 

It was a great weekend for us and the 
best fly we've ever had or so we 
thought that night as we savoured the 
delights of Cooktown. I guess we'll be 
there again soon. 

Calan 

, d 

FAROHT U ~REAL ! ~ - " 
SI-IOULD ~G: TI1£R£ BY SUfJDO\V/J IF 11-II;: (XlPE 
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AI!II!!I __ !I!!!!I!!!!!Letters to the Editor'~~!!!!!!11"" 
OHGA REPLY 

Dear Geoff, 
The QHGA executive has chosen to 
respond to the letter submitted by Mr 
Graeme Flodine because many of the 
issues he raised were falsely 
represented where they relate to the 
actions of QHGA and other pilots, and 
as such, wrongly undermine the current 
executive which is, I feel, one of the 
most progressive Queensland has seen 
for years. 

I will deal with each issue in concise 
point form. 

1. The QHGA executive as well as 
HGFA do wish to promote the positive 
side of our sport, but find that an 
accident scene is not the right 
environment to try and point out how 
safe hang gliding is. . 

2. Regardless of whether or not 
"witnesses statements are overturned in 
courts of law", statements made at the 
accident site can seriously undermine 
the public's impression of us and our 
sport. While Graeme refuses to adhere 
to the HGFA ruling on media comments, 
he instead used a statement from 
General Aviation as he claims, which 
he himself admits is not applicable to 
hang gliding operations. QHGA 
supports Scott Tucker's actions in 
reprimanding Graeme, as Scott was the 
site SO that day, and he ,if anyone, 
should have represented our views to 
the media. 

3. Any pilot who is not fully aware of 
any power lines at Mt. Tambourine, 
especially when they are in clear view 
of T /0 should not be flying there at all. 

4. Graeme claims that he is "proud to 
be associated with hang gliding" and 
that he wishes all pilots would stick 
together and uplift each other, yet he 
himself, so keen to talk about his sport, 
failed to submit an accident report to 
QHGA in relation to Tim's accident. 
The one thing that could allow us all to 
gain something from Tim's costly 
mistake. 

5. David Flodine was suspended by 
QHGA for a period of 3 months for the 
following reasons: 
a) Breach of ANO 95.8 with 

respect to: . , 
i) No altimeter carned at a site 

greater than 300ft AMSL (para 
47b) 

i G t~1 i s 8. nestir..; ,3\':an or 
just anothe r dr UB ad ? 

ii) Two independent eyewitnesses 
(pilots) stated that David was 
in excess of the 3000' AMSL 
height clearance. 

iii) By his own initial admission, 
violation of para 4.8b which 
relates to vertical and 
horizontal separation from 
cloud. 

b) Notwithstanding the above, 
David flew directly towards 
the storm front which was quite 
intense and as such flew in a 
dangerous manner. 

c) Brisbane A TC confirmed that a 
light aircraft was in the area that 
David flew and expressed concern over 
their separation. Even though he did 
not see any aircraft, that doesn't mean 
they weren't in the vicinity, especially 
as cloud base. was low and the other 
aircraft would be trying to stay VMC. 

6. David was given the right to 
appeal, but relinquished that right. 
He also failed to attend the meeting, 
despite advance notice. 

7. David was not "castigated" for 
reporting this to the media and his 
suspension was not as a result of his 
media coverage - even though the 
article was very damaging to our sport. 

8. Mt. Tambourine is NOT "your site" as 
you so often state. It is under the control 
of the local property owners and 
Beaudesert Shire Council who have 
given QHGA the right to use and 
regulate the site. 

9. Coincidently, did David fly during 
his suspension? You say that you and 
David flew "just before the heat of 
December". This was after Dec 6th, 
which was during David's suspension 
period. 

10. am puzzled as to what 
relationship there is between a good 
T /0 and landing techniques. The two 
are completely different flight 
situa tions. 

11. You claim "anyone can fly off my 
site. They are the ones who will wear 
the consequences" . This represents a 
completely ludicrous attitude with 
total disrespect for any rating system, 
as well as the safety of the pilots 
concerned, as is exemplified by your 
willingness to allow a pilot who has 
never flown a "challenging thermal 
site" (Tambourine) to fly in conditions 
that you yourself expressed concern 
with . 
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It is only hoped that in the future you 
will turn your energies in a positive 
direction instead of trying to undermine 
the work of the state association, 
which is fighting so hard to keep the 
sites we all love to fly. It is also hoped 
that in future you think very carefully 
about what you say to the media, as the 
people you affect may not look on you so 
kindly if such actions result in the loss 
of a flying site. 

Yours faithfully 
N. Schafer 
Qld State Safety Director (for QHGA) 

Dear Sir, 
May I take this opportunity to thank 
you for a job I feel you are doing very 
well. So many letters to you are critical 
of someone who holds a position of 
responsibility or are to back stab some 
official, which I feel is a great pity, it 
also makes for very boring reading. 

I have only been flying for less than 12 
months, but wait, I did get six or eight 
feet off the ground about ten years ago 
in an old Seagull (brand new then). The 
friend who owned it sold it to Tim 
Gibbons, who crashed it into a creek full 
of bullrushes, and then set fire to the 
rushes, kite and all. Probably the best 
end of it. 

The friend who owned the Seagull 
(Mick) and myself are only PR2 's, but 
we have thermalled to 5000 feet, flown 
20 and 40 km on three or four occasions, 
flown Myrtelford, Mereweather and 
Stanwell Park. (Stan well before we 
were rated at all). We learnt to 
thermal before we ridge soared, and 
learned to ridge soar on Crowther 
Range, which is 800 ft high and 20 kms 
long and on a good day would be twice 
as rough as Stan well or Mereweather on 
a bad day. What I am trying to get at is 
that to get our 40 hours each we have 
had to do about 145 tows and 40 
footlaunches. That is 185 take offs and 
landings. Now 7 of those hours were 
flown at Stanwell and Mereweather but 
only involved 6 takeoffs and landings. 
What I am trying to say is that flying 
up and down Stan well amassing flying 
time will not necessarily make one a 
better pilot. 

A couple of weeks ago I had to drive to 
Newcastle to pick up some 
superphosphate, so I grabbed Mick and 
the kites and used it as an excuse to fly 
Mereweather. We were chipped for top 
landing in the strong conditions, even 
though the locals were top landing. 
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OK so it took us about three approaches 
to get it right but I thought that was 
pretty good considering we haven't top 
landed before. There is nowhere here to 
top land so what is the good of a 
l000km round trip if you don't learn 
something from it? 

You see 90% of our flying here is towing. 
Even when we fly Crowther we tow up 
at the base and fly back to the range to 
ridge soar. So if we ever go to the coast 
we must learn as much as we can while 
we are there as our trips are limited. 

We are only PR2's but we don't even 
need that to fly here. We know what 
we are capable of and our limitations. 
As a PR4 said to me after a shaky take 
off and landing at Greenthorp Gliding 
Club, "well Roscoe this PR4 sticker 
doesn't make my fly any better". So you 
have to be a PR3 to fly Stanwell, but 
there are PR3's and there are PR3's. 
Like the chap who we bought a kite off 
at Christmas time in Sydney, he was a 
PR5, and instructor, but the kite had 
two badly bent uprights one of which 
had been sleeved, and it had been flown 
by him, in that condition. So where is 
your rationale?? 

Also on the occasions that outsiders 
have come with us to learn to tow or just 
to fly here, they are looked after, 
taken to the pub, taken home and fed or 
given a place to sleep the night. But 
whenever we have visited new sites 
it's usually a cold reception, like we 
were trespassing on sacred ground. 
Perhaps that is just the difference 
between city and country and not a 
reflection on coastal fliers in general. 

Yours sincerely, 
Ross Williams 

PS Since writing to you last month I 
had an opportunity to fly Stanwell and 
met a chap who was very helpful with 
advice about top landing. So it seems I 
may have been a bit quick to condemn 
coastal flyers for their snobbish 
attitude. 

Hoping I can return the favour with 
some advice on towing in the future. 

Ross Williams 15510 

Editor's note: 
Thanks for the compliment on my 
editorship. I tend to agree with you 
that the ratings and rules are a bit 
silly, but they're better than none at all 
(just) and will become more relevant 
when they are revised. As editor, I 
can't really condone your breaking rules, 
but if you must, you should keep it under 
your hat, as there are officious types in 
our flying fraternity and in the D.O.A. 
who just might take action. 

Dear Geoff, 
Like most hang glider pilots I look 
forward to Skysailor and all the useful 
information it contains. Your job, like 
most pertaining to the administration 
of the HGFA, is a thankless one and all 
people involved in hang gliding should 
be grateful for the effort that you and 
your peers put in. 

A couple of points in your editorial 
(APRIL) gave me cause for concern. 
Firstly, I doubt that the grieving 
family of one late fellow pilot you 
referred to in Canberra would 
appreciate the terms in which you 
described their son. I am quite sure your 

"~e,e i. ' l~ ~)e ,;la0 Fl1. e :1 the:! invent prone h arnesses" 



NEWCASTLE HANG GLIDING 
CENTRE 

11 Patrick Street 
MERE WETHER 

NSW2291 
(049) 22195 

(049) 713398 

URGENT SALE !! 
. Due to a car accident we are being. forced to sell our business. 

Any enquiries for sale of business as a complete concern 
(with full 12months Newcastle Yellow Pages advertising) 

or in part thereof please contact 
Steve (049) 22 1956 ) or Rod (049) 71 3398). 

Any offer considered 

SELL OUT SALE !! 
4 COASTAL TOURERS (Gyro copies) (one new) - BEST OFFERS 

1 SABRE 165 - $1000 

1 160B (never used) - $2800 

Spare parts and Accesories also available. 

Any enquiries plea~e phone the above numbers. 

Any sale will be shipped to you free of charge. 



point could have been made quite 
clearly without stooping to such 
unsympathetic comments . Secondly, 
although I am sure (almost) that you 
would not seriously suggest blowing up 
local post-offices, I do think that you 
could be more responsible in your 
editorial comments. Don't assume that 
you would not be taken seriously, just 
ask the 'dingo's' at the ABC! 

Ken Lilley 

Dear Editor, 
In reply to Michael R. O'Dent's letter in 
April Skysailor, I object to Mick 
criticising a contributor's effort to 
entertain us. When readers find subject 
matter offensive, they should do no 
more than tactfully suggest raising the 
quality of humour above lavatory-wall 
variety, because to express serious 
feelings about fictional victimisation, 
is to display failure to recognise the 
difference between actual suffering in 
reality, as compared to poking fun in 
fantasy. 

We can accept cartoonists, comedians, 
scriptwriters, novelists, etc. using our 
tendency to laugh at hapless victims 
other than ourselves. If everyone who 
identified with subjects of comedy, 
gained censorship powers, then the 
entire entertainment industry would 
collapse. Possible people with an axe 
to grind, gleefully seize every 
opportunity to publicise their cause, but 
when in the process they embarrass the 
humourist, then they create a similar 
situation about which they are 
complaining. They have a case when 
only themselves are repeatedly being 

_ ~,' . t ' " , 1 
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set up, rather than being one of many 
selected at random. International 
repercussions over Dingo Principle 
satire, is a glaring example. 

The thought of a pilot losing a limb is 
horrific, but that doesn't prevent sick 
jokes, for example: The bloke with a 
crushed left leg awoke with a surgeon 
explaining, "A bit of a mix-up in surgery 
caused your right leg to be amputated 
by mistake, but not to worry we pitched 
in with a super effort and saved the 
other one." 

Another pilot lost his left arm, and 
attended a concert in aid of amputees, 
he sat next to a chap with no right arm, 
so they could clap at the performers. 

A person who enjoys ethnic minority 
jokes, told me that he is not racist 
because he believes Wogs, Boongs, 
Dagos, Chinks and Slopeheads are 
every bit as good as us pure-bred 
Aussies. 

Women say they favour sense of humour 
as a man's main asset, yet they rarely 
tolerate a hint of humour against 
themselves in cartoons or jokes. Would 
they call a Pilot a male chauvinist if 
he jokingly looked in his pick-up 
driver's ear, pretending to see clear 
through at cloud movements to check 
wind direction. Talk about empty 
head, she thinks V AT 69 is the Pope's 
phone number. To test her intellect he 
asked if she had read Marx, she 
replied, "Yes, my bra catch irritates my 
back". She's not all the beautiful 
either, when she was undressing in the 
front bedroom, a Peeping Tom prowler 
reached in through an open window and 
pulled down the blind. 

Actually we should fight for male 
equality, I once tried to enter a bowling 
club bar wearing scuffs, brief shorts and 
backless shirt, but two hefty committee 
women dragged me out the back door 
and pushed me over a balcony, I must 
remember to wear long socks next time. 

But to get back to Mickey, to think that 
after all these years he reveals that he 
sprung from Irel ~ .d, that might explain 
his clothes; boots six sizes too big, no 
shirt, and white gloves with only three 
fingers, really! I always thought Pluto 
was stupid, any wonder! Yes animals 
cop it too, his three blind mates lost 
their tails, stubborn mules, lazy dogs, 
fat cats ( I never met a cat I didn't 
hate). Don't get me wrong, I love most 
animals, especially roasted, smothered 
in mushrooms and spicy gravy. 

Yours abrasively, 
The Ghostwriter 
(I worry about including the outrageous 
section, I leave it to your discerning 
judgement>. 

Dear Geoff, 
I recently witnessed an incident which 
merits the attention of your Gentle 
Readers and I doubt whether it rates an 
accident report. 

Situation: A pilot taking a friend for a 
tandem flight at a popular hang 
gliding site. The glider is in good 
condition, the pilot experienced, the 
friend eager and a couple of willing 
helpers are available. The pilot climbs 
into a pod while the friend climbs into 
a cocoon. They move to the takeoff 
area, two experienced helpers on the 
flying wires. The pilot is explaining 
the takeoff to the obviously 
inexperienced friend. The guys on the 
sidewires ask a spectator at the site to 
hold the keel up until they start to run. 
Everything is ready. 

Incident: The friend makes a comment 
about his harness and one of the wire 
assistants checks behind to discover 
that the novice hasn't put his legs 
through the leg loops. The glider is put 
down while the harness is correctly 
donned, then the flight takes place no 
doubt thrilling the passenger. 

Lesson: When taking an inexperienced 
person for a tandem flight it falls to the 
pilot to do two checks; one of his own 
equipment and one of the passenger's. A 
hang check was performed and the 
straps on the cocoon shortened, but it 



was apparently assumed the passenger 
would automatically know how to put 
on the unfamiliar harness. So a basic 
error, possible lethal, nearly escaped 
detection when the passenger did not 
inquire how to put the harness on. 

Please, please, please, please, please 
take care, 

The Flying Prawn 
P.S. No Brownie points to me either, I 
watched the whole thing from about IS' 
behind and failed to notice the leg 
loops. I made the same assumption 
about the passenger's knowledge too. 

Dear Mike Coburn, 
With reference to your article "Looking 
Ahead", I think you should have 
looked overseas a lot and to the past a 
bit before you started looking ahead. 

The British have been buzzing around 
their little island on trikes since I have 
been reading H.G. magazines (1976). 
They gave up teaching hang gliding on 
trikes years ago because it was 
uneconomic. For the $50 or $60 per hour 
most trike drivers charge I can get 2-3 
hours sailplane instruction. Who do 
you think trike instruction is economic 
for, you or your students? The cost per 
hour in a small Cessna springs to mind 
as well. As for pioneering aero towing, I 
have pictures of aero towing at Bishop 
Airport in the Owens Valley in 1982. 
Now 5 years later they are still 
launching off the mountains. The 
French have been holding aero towing 
comps. for a few years now, so I would 
like to know just exactly what we are 
leading the rest of the world at. 

If aero towing is so safe, why is it only 
for PR4 or advanced PR3 pilots. Yes, I 
have aerotowed, and I did find it 
exciting. I would like to see some 
aero towing performed in some of our 
pumping thermal conditions here in 
S.A. around mid-January. 

If you have doubts about tandem 
instruction go to the U.S. and get a level 
1 or 2 tandem instructors rating - towed. 
Or better still, go to Germany and 
watch Crista Vogel launching with her 
students at Tegelberg. Maybe you could 
turn the engine of your trike off and fly 
as far as Larry Tudor's 160km world 
tandem record, coring Owens Valley 
thermals and coping with Owens 
Valley in-flight turbulence. This year 
there is a tandem competi tion being 
held in France and there are also many 
gliders in Europe and the US that are 
certified for up to 400 Ibs clip-in 
weight. 

There are plenty of trike fatalities 
overseas where trikes are being used a 
lot. 

If HGFA could spend the amount of 
money the RAAF spent on training one 
FIll pilot then we could train half a 
dozen National teams, each one quite 
capable of winning the up and coming 
World championships. 

So readers, let's not be so hasty. After 
one year's triking in Australia let's not 
burden ourselves with too much; very 
shortly we will have to be looking after 
the new F AI Class 3 hang gliders -
soaring parapentes. 

I am sure that our responsibility and 
concerned executive are already 
working flat out on the up and coming 
World competition, rating schemes and 
general administration. In France and 
England hang gliding and uItralighting 
eventually parted company basically 
because their interests grew too diverse. 

If any rated hang glider pilot wants to 
be towed by an ultralight let him do so 
legally. If any ultralight pilot wants 
to take someone for a flight for 
whatever reason then also let him do it 
in a legal ultralight. If that ultralight 
pilot is also an HGFA certified 
instructor he should be allowed to take 
his students up in his legal trike also. 

Triking is not the only way to go Mike, 
it might be one of the ways to go. 
Triking is not hang gliding and it never 
will be. It's ultralighting and it 
always will be. I have heard that the 
Ultralight Associations have got 
organisational problems. From what I 
can see the HGFA have got 
organisational problems - please do not 
burucn ihcm with more. 

Dermot Meaney 

Dear Geoff, 
I feel Robert Bowden is suffering from a 
particularly virulent form of hang 
gliding neurosis. I base this diagnosis 
on his passionate but stupid defence in 
the last issue. 

Anyone who really believed that 
nonsense I wrote deserved to have their 
carabiner severed. 

Letters from hotheads, even phoney 
ones, always stir up other hotheads, 
and this tends to liven up letters 
sections. I don't think Robert or anyone 
else who fell for it should be conned, 
moreover, they should remain they're 
good 01' self-righteous, vindictive 
selves and be thankful of the chance I 
gave them to get all steamed up. 
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As for the cartoon, my sources tell me 
many pilots found it to be rather 
amusing, and what's the difference 
between a sick mind and genius 
(remember Van Gogh!). 

There's one thing I remain firm on 
however, that is, it is boring for other 
people to listen to hang glider pilots, 
just like it's really boring to listen for 
too long about anyones occupations. 

Yours sincerely (this time). 
J.P. Avila. 

Dear Geoff, 
I wrote to our T.V. station ABS 2 asking 
if or when they would be showing the 
World Hang Gliding Cup sponsored by 
Bondy and won by Australia following 
our sailing and cricket cup losses. The 
enclosed photostat (printed above) is 
the reply. 

I wonder if I could request any of our 
officials from HGFA to give them a ring 
and suggest to them where they could 
obtain the said video film (I presume 
such an important event would have to 
be videoed). As I see it, officials from 
HGFA would have more weight with 
television people than I ever could. We 
see very few hang gliding films on 
Aussy TV, yet my Aunt in the UK often 
writes to say she had been watching 
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hang gliding on their TV shows. 
Perhaps we should request more hang 
gliding shows on our TV thereby 
informing the general public just what 
hang gliding is all about. It also would 
attract more members - after all it was 
seeing my first hang glider on the black 
and white TV which first drew me to 
the sport. 

Regards 
Bill Thorneywork 51110 

To Mr Thomeywork from ABC -
"Thank you for your recent letter 
regarding the World Hang Gliding Cup. 

A check with our head office reveals 
that, at this stage, we have no plans for 
a coverage of this event. 

If we are advised that a telecast is to be 
made at a later date, we will write to 
you again. It is important that such a 
telecast be publicised as widely as 
possible. 

Editors NotE'; 
Some of the Committee members have 
hassled in the past and still do so, but 
the fact remains that hang gliding 
doesn't interest the general public when 
they can watch more interesting and 
intelligent sports like football. 

POT OUT PILOTS 

A couple of years ago I went for my 
private licence flying a small, single 
engine airplane. Though I smoke pot I 
regard myself as a responsible person; I 
NEVER smoked on days when I flew or 
studied. I knew from experience that 
the effects wear off in four to five hours, 
so I was leaving a good safety margin. 

I did well in the written. In the air I 
was easy under the hood, did visual 
and radio navigation well, had no 
trouble with stalls, etc. My weak point 
was landings. I tended to turn wide as I 
aligned with the runway, over
compensate, come in too steep and 
sometimes too fast. Not real bad (l got 
my ticket) but sloppy. Couldn't figure 
out why. Then I read a magazine 
article about residual effects of 
marijuana lasting up to 72 hours. I had 
no awareness of longlasting effects at 
all, thought I was fine the next day. 

I like flying, so I've changed my habits. 

Name withheld 
Sacramento, CA 

Marijuana has been shown, in controlled 
studies, to have a residual effect on 
flight performance for at least 72 hours 
after use. Runway alignment and 
proper angle of descent may be 
noticeably affected. 

Reprinted from FAA General Aviation 
News. 

~() M~ '/aJ (A\,l,lNG- A-
1V({\<~1 ~ 



Dear Geoff, 

I am always pleased to receive 
Sky sailor and I read it from cover 
to cover - even letters of two and 
a half pages that seem of interest 
to only 1 of 1500 readers. I 
appreciate the effort of the people 
responsible, however, to refer to 
our thick skulls, I recall not so 
long ago when the mag arrived 
early in the current month and 
one could have a reply in the 
following issue and read of an 
impending compo before the 
winner was home and hosed. I 
sadly miss those days. 

I wish letter writers would stop 
knocking contributors, thinkers, 
doers, originators, inventors etc. 
Even if they seem crackpot, if it 
wasn't for them we would still be 
with glue and feathers . They 
should contribute something 
better themselves instead of 
advertising their personal hang
ups and wondering why the mag. 
gets thinner. After all, they said 
Lillienthal was a crackpot, they 
said Rogallo was a crackpot, they 
said my uncle Barra was a 
crackpot, well actually Barra 
always did have a little space for 
rent upstairs, but if you think it 
runs in the family, I enclose 
results of my experiments with 
fairings so that those caring to be 
daring by tearing around wearing 
a fairing and staring to see what 
bearing my declaring and airing 
the results of comparing then 
swearing by loud hailer blaring, 
you won't be scaring about 
snaring when flaring. Then to 
come back to reality I enclose a 
Blast From The Past in the form 
of a better than average cartoon 
from mid-year 1979 SKYSAILOR. 

Your's almost truly, 
George Smith 

INTIiODVelNG •.. 

~o,Jlf"t"'E9S ~Oo ... 
0,.. ~ ii<. c.oRDS ••. , 

W~NKeR 1. W~SHOU" 
I"tSK NltNKEA ! HE" HNOJIII:S I r ALL //.' / 

Dear Geoff, 

Touched by your plea for cartoons, I 
thought you might like my II year old 
daughter's birthday plea to her Dad. I 
know you'll love the technically 
advanced U frame design. I think one 
little II year old called Alexandra 
would be thrilled if it were published. 

Congratulations on a great job, Editor. 

Yours sincerely, 

Barry Brunning 

TO DAD, 
IT'S A BIRD 
IT'S A PLANE 
IT'S A HANG ABOUT 
HOPE THIS YOUR 
BIRTHDAY 

LOVE, 
YOUR CO-PILOT 
ALLE 

HAPPIEST 
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CAIRNS HANG GLIDING CLUB 

Gillies Competition - October 10th, 11 tho 
This is a friendly compo with good prizes. The main aim is to 
fly more than Graham Etherton's 124km of last year. Camp at 
the best camp site in Australia, our take off. Food and drinks 
will be provided very cheaply at the site. There is a shower 
on site as well as a toilet. If you came last year, please tell 
your friends or look at your old Skysailor Dec. '86. 

Enquiries Phone: (070) 557 190 A.H. 
Secretary, Calan Macleod 

EUNGELLA 

26th September to the 4th October, 1987. 

Entrance Fee - $50.00 

All inquiries to Lyn Nash (071) 834 881 

The limit of pilots will be 60 so it would be advisable for 
pilots wishing to enter to pay entrance fees as soon as possible 
to: 

Derek Doull 
190 Victoria Street 
Mackay 

Home: (079) 551 227 Work: (079) 511 299 

Major sponsor at the moment is Ansett Airlines of Australia 
and the Eungella Chalet. There are rooms available at the 
Chalet at reasonable rates. It would be advisable to book 
early: 
Phone (079) 584 509. 

I'll take this opportunity to thank all pilots and families who 
came to Widgee Mt. at Easter time. Especially Ziggy and his 
children who travelled from Canberra. We'd like to see you 
all next year. We hope to have opened a Nth Easterly site by 
then and to have more sponsorship. 

Best wishes to everybody. Hope to see you at Eungella 1987 or 
Widgee 1988. 

Lyn Nash 

THE LAWRENCE HARGRAVE INTERNATIONAL 

The Fourth Lawrence Hargrave International Hang Gliding 
Competition will be held at Stanwell Park and Mt. Keira 
from 20th February, 1988. We have never had any trouble 
getting pilots to go in this competition because it has always 
been a fun competition. 
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Next year's competition will be the "Wind Down After the 
World" competition, and we are likely to see heaps of 
overseas people wanting to do just that. If the wind goes off, 
there is always surfing and windsurfing or just hanging around 
in very pleasant surroundings. 

The Stanwell Park Club is yet to decide the precise mix of 
overseas to Australian pilots. It depends to some extent on 
whether or not the people inolved in the America's Cup want 
the Hargrave to be part of that trophy. 

I We have never had much success in getting sponsors, and we 
can usually cover expenses with entry fees - which this time 
will be $100, and that includes a couple of parties for 
everyone. But it does not leave us with much prizemoney. So 
in an attempt to raise a bit we are going to have a T shirt 
design competition. Our efforts in the past have proved quite 
popular. But now is your chance to earn $100 prize money as 
well as achieving immortality by having your design 
blazened across the breasts of countless spectators and 
competitors. 

We would prefer that you incorporate in your design some 
reference to Hargrave (the $20 note might provide some 
inspiration) and a resemblance to Stanwell Park is pretty 
important. Alternatives in two, three and four colours would 
also be a help. All designs should be sent to me at 19 Stanwell 
Avenue, Stanwell Park and the winner will be decided at the 

I 
September meeting of the Club, at the CW A Hall on Sunday 
6th September. 

I Another fund raising venture has been the Stan well Park Site 
, Guide. This is the most comprehensive site guide in Australia, 
I containing 34 pages (including 12 maps) of essential 
I information for safe and enjoyable flying from Garie to 

Macquarie Pass. It is the accumulated experience of the 
Stanwell Club members over the past 11 years. Most students 
learn the basic skills to fly at Stanwell, but what about when 
they start venturing south? There are a number of traps once 
you start moving away from Stanwell itself and it is 
important to know what they are. This site guide can be 
purchased for $5 including postage by writing to me at 19 
Stanwell Avenue, Stanwell Park 2508 and sending along your 
cheque. Most instructors also have them. 

If any pilot/businessman would like the opportunity of 
sponsoring the competition and getting some valuable 
advertising coverage, I would appreciate a call. Likewise if 
anyone has a bit of time on their hands around that time, we 
could do with a bit of help during the competition. We can't 
promise any payment at the moment, but if we get some decent 
sponsorship, that will change. 

Kieran Tapsell 

Organiser for the Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club 



TOWCOMP 

Lee Scott in conjunction with the Mid 
North Coast Hang Gliding Association 
ran the comp over Anzac Weekend. The 
comp was held on the beautiful grass 
air strip at Gloucester which is a 
medium sized town in a rich dairy and 
beef area about 60K's from the coast and 
about100K's north of Newcastle. A 
pleasant change from the dust and 
burrs. The strip has all facilities 
including a phone, hot coffee, barbeque 
and shady hangar fronting onto the 
strip. It is well maintained by the aero 
club and caretakers of the strip, Elaine 
and Gordon Maslen. It has range of 
hills about 1000 feet high with rocky 
slopes which are good thermal 
generators within gliding distance of 
the strip. A perfect place for a fun comp 
and the locals were very friendly. 

About 25 hang gliders (10 from Mid 
North Coast, 10 from Newcastle and 
half a dozen from Sydney) turned up. 
There was a $5 entry fee to cover the 
purchase of large scale maps of the area 
and barbeque meat. The practice day on 
Friday did not happen as it was drizzle 
all day. Saturday looked as if it might 
be the same with cloud base below the 
hill tops early on. By about 10.30 the 
cloud was dispersing. Lee went up in his 
'NO CANALS" kite (opposing the 

development of Florida Keys type 
subdivision at Dunbogan NSW). He 
has a beautiful sail of pastel colours. 
When seen from underneath the top and 
bottom surface tend to mix to form 
another set of colours. He went up 
between the clouds and saw clear sky 
over the coast to signal that it was on. 
Those new to towing were first off. 
Grant nosed in on take-off and bent a 
keel. There were no further accidents 
that I know of and there were about 90-
100 tows over the two days. 

I took a couple of shots with my glider 
shadow on the side of a cloud enclosed 
by a rainbow circle. Unfortunately I ran 
out of film as I got closer so the pictures 
were not crash hot. 

There were thermals coming off the 
nearby hills and we were able to stay 
up under cloud suck as the squalls came 
over and we were climbing in the rain. 
The task was to fly to Barrington and 
back. About 20K's. About 5 made the 
tum point with the assistance of squall 
clouds which was not bad for base 
between 2000'ASL to 3400'ASL. The 
strip is 420'ASL. Flying over The 
Buckets was a buzz. It is a tourist 
attraction of four rocky peaks. Russell 
Duncan and Ross Stanford flew 17K's 
with Ian Jarman just behind. Later on 
Russ finished the day with a few loops. 

After the morning fog, Sunday turned 
out a clear day. There were clouds over 
the ranges early on but they did not 
start forming in the vicinity of the strip 
till 1.30pm. Base was up to 5400ASL. 
Gloucester normally has little air 
traffic but we were held up by a light 
aircraft which was circling over the 

strip. Apparently it was waiting for 
Ebels, who was in a light thermal close 
to the ground, to land. We had cleared 
the strip in the meantime. When he 
did land, it zoomed in over the strip 
and did a wing over, to the cheers of the 
crowd, then entered the normal circuit 
pattern and landed. While waiting for 
the plane to land the kites banked up 
along the edge of the strip. 

The wind was light and variable with 
take-offs occurring in both directions. A 
good day for a triangle. The course was 
to fly to the Apex Lookout north of 
Gloucester, to Barrington and then back 
to the strip, about 25K's. Richard 
Heffer from Sydney was the only 
competitor to complete the course. He 
arrived back at 1000 feet. He then 
climbed back up over the strip where 
half a dozen gliders circled under a big 
cloud. He managed to fly 2 legs of the 
course again. He received a pair of 
hand fairings from Airborne. Russell 
Duncan won the Moyes Jacket for the 
longest cumulative distance for the 
comp of about 50K's from 3 flights. This 
prize was an inducement to get pilots 
into the air. Ross Stanford received a 
Bread Crock for the most improved. 

It was a perfect weekend for 
introduction to towing. Light winds and 
light thermals. You would have been 
lucky to get up from a hill. Whereas 
with towing you could easily find a 
thermal and were almost guaranteed of 
staying up. About $50 was raised in 
"landing fees" for the Gloucester Aero 
Club. I'd like to thank Lee, Shane, 
Richard, Joe, Magin, Mollo and the rest 
for helping us into the air and for such a 
good weekend. 
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~State & Club News ___ ~ 

H~NG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC. 

OLD STATE SAFETY 
CO-ORDTNATORS REPORT 

Following the QHGA AGM I was 
elected as the State Safety Coordinator 
and as such I feel there are several 
issues that require attention at all 
levels within Qld. 

The first of these deals with breaches 
of the ANO and specifically those in 
relation to height restrictions. QHGA 
is draughting a set of disciplinary 
measures which will be applied to 
those pilots who insist on breaking the 
rules. These measures will NOT be 
light handed and are to be instituted in 
order to prevent serious accidents with 
other aircraft users as well as to 
prevent us from losing both favour and 
sites through intervention by DOA. 

This situation is especially critical in 
relation to Mt. Tambourine and any 
further reports to DOA will almost 
certainly see us losing this very fragile 
site. 

Three pilots who fly the site very 
regularly and are well aware of the 
height restriction have already faced 
disciplinary action following reporting 
by other aircraft and/or hang glider 
pilots and I hope that all pilots who 
wi tness viola tions will take all 
necessary measures to protect our sites. 

Secondly, a standardised accident 
report form is being prepared for 
distribution to state members and the 
format is designed so that the person 
reporting need only circle the reI event 
answer in most cases. The form is based 
on information submitted by Chris 
South in a recent issue and it is hoped 
that by having all the hard work done 
for you, more accident reports will be 
received - something that has been 
sadly lacking of late, even with the 
amazing number of accidents there have 
been in the last 12 months. 
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Just a reminder. It is the responsibility 
of the pilot/s involved to submit 
accident report forms ASAP to the state 
association. I also urge any witnesses to 
submit individual reports where 
possible. This allows us to gain a wider 
picture of the accident and guarantees 
we at least receive one report per 
accident. This also applies to 
instructors whose students have 
accidents. 

Also I plan to check and renew all 
Safety Officer appointments in the next 
few months, so if it is more than three 
years since your last check I suggest you 
brush up on your theory. In the Brisbane 
area this is to be done at a series of 
meetings which I hope will become 
regular monthly meetings for Safety 
Officers and others interested in safety 
and/ or becoming Safety Officers. Those 
who fail to respond by not renewing 

their rating will no longer be able to act 
in this capacity until they renew. For 
those Officers o tltside the Brisbane 
area special arrangements will be made 
and I will be travelling to Mackay and 
Townsville with work in a few weeks so 
those in North Qld. can be checked. 

Following an executive meeting on 
14/4/87, it was agreed that the first 
Safety Officer Meeting will be held on 
2nd JUNE 1987 at 
41 Gladeswood Road, DAISY HILL at 

7.30 pm. All SO's whether current or 
not, and those wishing to become SO's 
are urged to attend. 

Finally, the bottom landing area has 
now been permanently changed at Mt. 
Tambourine. No one is permitted to 
land in the paddock with the house on 
it. This paddock is undergoing major 
private development. The new bottom 
landing paddock is the one 

Hang gliding 
now a much 
safer sport 

In less than two months, hang gliding clubs in 
Queensland hope to celebrate four years with 
no fatalities. 

According to Bureau of 
Air Safety records it is al-" 
ready the longest period 
without a death in the 
sport in this State. 

A sport aviation inspec
tor said from Canberra to
day the main reasons were 
improved designs of the 
hang gliders and a better 
understanding of wind 
conditions. 

The last fatal hang glid
ing accident in Queensland 
was on June 12, 1983, ncar 
Cairns. 

There was another death 
Ihc prcl'ious year when a 
hang glider towed by a 
boat crashed into trccs on 
Lake Mary Kathleen ncar ' 
Mount Isa on February 7, 
1982. 

In the past decade. other 
fataliti~s have occurred in 
1978, 1981 and 1982. 

Nationally, 1986 was 
the first fatality-frec year. 

Hang gliding became a 
popular sport in 1973-74. 

BJ DOUG BUnON 

The number of people ' 
hang gliding across Aus
tralia has increased to 
1800. 

Mr Mike Cleaver, a 
sport aviation inspector 
with thc Aviation Depart
ment. said hang gliding 
safcty had increased dra
matically in reccnt ycars. 

He said: "It is to do with 
improved design of the 
hang glidcrs and a beller 
undcrstanding of thc air in 
"hich thcy ny. 

"S¢l'cral ycars ago pco
pic did not have such an 
understanding of what -· 
conditions wcre to be 
avoided." 

In Queensland. the de
partment encouragcd hang 
glider pilots to regulate the 
sport themselves, Brisbane 
sport aviation inspector, 
Mr John Fnswell, said. 



immediately adjacent the old one in the 
northern side. This area has a 
telephone line running diagonally along 
its length as well as a swamp area on 
the southern side (sounds great doesn't 
it!) but is quite easy to land in despite 
this. It is also much flatter than the 
other paddock. The owner has 
requested that no one drive their 
vehicle into the paddock under any 
circumstances and that the gate is 
closed when leaving. 

The ultralight paddock is still 
available for HG pilots to land in at 
the bottom of Mt. Tambourine but please 
do not land in the adjacent cultivated 

THE 

paddock as one new resident flyer did -
even when he could see other gliders in 
the right paddock and could have 
easily landed in the right place!! If 
you are in any doubt about either 
landing area, consult someone before 
flying. 

For more info. on any of the above, feel 
free to contact myself at the above 
address or directly to QHGA at 
6, Bolong Cres., FERNY HILLS. 

Safe Specking 
N Schaefer. 

ENEMY 

I AM more powerf", ':,an the c'Jmbined armies of the world. 

I have destroyed more men than all the wars of all nations . I mass.,cre 

t:' o 'lsands of people every year. I am more d"" dly than bullets, and 

I have wrecked more homes than the mightiest guns. 

In the UnitEG State. alone, I steal over ~OO million dollars each 

year. I spare no one, And I find my victims among the ri ch and poor 

alike, the young ana old. the strong and weak . Widows know me to 

their everlasting sorrow. I loom up In such proportions that I CAst my 

shadow over every field of labor. 

I lurk in unseen places and do most of my work silently. You 

are warned against me, ye;, you heed me not. I 8m relenlless , 

merc i less and cruel. I am everywhere In the home, on the streels, 

In the factory, at railroad ~rossings, on land, In the air and on the sea. 

I bring sickness, degradation and death, yet few seek me out to 

destroy me. I crush, I ~1Gim, I will give you nothing and rob you of 

all you have. 

I am your worst enclOf - : 3m CARELESSNESS, 

Author Unknown. 

l.t·O ~ll iCl t , vic . 

Last April we were approached by the 
Waringah Shire Council about 
improvements to be made to Long Reef. 
This includes re-routing tourists around 
the back of the SPt-lIP area, getti:1g riel 
of the fence and knocking the Betu Bush 
on the head for once and for all. This 
should make the place a far more 
attractive place to fly . Unfortunately 
there have been some delays caused by 
archeologists. Not due to excavating 
super II's and Maxi's but because there 
is an Aboriginal Midden which lies in 
the middle of the set-up area. 
However, this does not affect current 
flying. 

Also at the April meeting we saw some 
excellent videos, one of them including 
some of Bill Moyes early exploits. 
While the material was dated, the 
standards of photography were 
excellent and it was interesting to 
compare it with today's flying 
standards. 

Winter is starting to tum the blower on 
as can be seen by the falling attendances 
at meetings . Anybody is welcome to 
attend as we are always looking for new 
ideas and things to amuse ourselves 
with. The Long Reefers meet on the 1st 
Tuesday of every month at the Dee 
Why RSL. Be there or be square. 

Rolph 

NEWCASTLE NEWS 

At our April General Meeting the 
subject of cars being driven down to the 
bottom of the hill at Merewether was 
raised, as a number of pilots are still 
doing so, particularly visiting pilots. 

Signs have been erected by the 
Newcastle Water Board indicating 
tha t cars (and motor bikes) are 
prohibited and that a fine of $500 can 
be imposed. 

We, as a club, have looked after and 
continually improved this site over the 
years and have built up a good working 
relationship with a number of 
environmental groups who have a keen 
interest in this area. These same groups 
support our continued use of this site. It 
would be disappointing if Merewether 
was added to the growing list of sites 
being withdrawn because of the 
thoughtless actions of a minority. 
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The Newcastle Hang Gliding Club 
members present at the April meeting 
showed their concern by passing 
unanimously a club directive that "NO 
MEMBER IS TO DRIVE TO THE 
BOTTOM OF MEREWETHER". 

We hope that all pilots using this site 
in the future will follow our example. 
Do the right thing and fly high, fly 
safe. 

Yours faithfully, 
A. Boldyrew 
Secretary 

P.O. Box 496, Manuka 2603, ACT 

The ACT Hang Gliding Association has 
completed another Annual General 
Meeting and has voted in the new 
Committee (well mostly the old 
Committee actually) for another year. 

"The nominations are ................ . 

..... .. and the envelope please". 

President: Bruno Wright 
Secretary /HGFA Rep: 

Barry Weatherbum 
Treasurer: Brett Freebody 
Committee Members: Siggi Kruger 

Chris Madden 
John Wilson 
Garth Wimbush 

Aust. Defence Force 
Academy (ADFA) Rep: Sean Houlahan 

So if you didn't make it to the meeting, 
and only 13 people did, you missed your 
chance to get on the Committee or to 
make that big speech (thought you'd be 
disappointed) . 

WINCH TOWING 

We are still looking for that car to 
build into a winch. So if you have a 
small car, preferably an automatic, 
lying around in your backyard let us 
know. 

Barry 
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\j ICTORI~ H~G GLIDING 

Capital HELLO to all you Victorians. 
Boy-oh-boy! Do-ya-know-what? 
Andrew Phillips competed in the 
"Byron Bay Cup" and came equal first 
with two others. Andrew was 
competing against seventeen pilots and 
flew 8.53 kilometers in the one valid 
day of the competition. This was 
Andrew's first competition and his first 
cross country flight. Pretty good hey? 
He was flying a Foil160B. 

More news from the Phillips! Jeanette 
finally, after 364 days, got her pilot 
rating one. To add to the excitement she 
flew under radio guidance from Ian 
Jarman from Stanwell Park and, to top 
it off, had her first ridge soaring flight 
at Byron Bay (Tallows) for 20 minutes! 
Phew, puff, puff! Jeanette wanted to 
tell all female pilots starting hang 
gliding that "it's not that hard". 

The R.M.LT. Hang Gliding Club has 
been getting stuck into the teaching 
under the guidance of Simon McCracken. 
They camped at Mt. Hollowback over 
Easter and had two good days. Two 
female pilots in the group, Mirrium and 
Joe, are steadily progressing. Paul 
Dennis flew from the top and managed 
to fit in a 360 much to the horror of the 
spectators. 

Remember peoples, the Annual General 
Meeting for the Victorian Hang Gliding 
Association will be held on the 1st 
Tuesday in September at the Anchor 
and Hope Hotel during the Southern 
Hang Gliding Club meeting. More 

. reasons to roll up to Southern hey? 

Also boys and girls, the Victorian 
Championships for 1987 are to be 
combined with the Buangor Open in 
late November. The dates will depend 
upon the Nationals. 

Money from the April attempt at the 
Victorian competitions will be refunded 
to competitors by mail. Money, Money, 
Money! 

Freak-me-out! There has been more 
flying inland than down the coast. 
There have been a few people flying at 

ASSOCIATION INC. 

Mt. Buffalo and Ben Nevis. Warragul 
Rocks has also been flown . The number 
of days suitable for getting away from 
towing has been incredible. Just ask 
Shane! 

No doubt you Victorians south of the 
Great Divide were getting truely - ruley 
stuck into the idea that flying down 
here was finished for the eternity of 
autumn and winter. That depressing 
thought "Winter" was reinforced too 
strongly when, my sister, Kailie, 
photocopied an article from a science 
journal showing the decrease in solar 
radiation reaching the earth since 
about198? Apparently this is a normal 
variation but it did not say much for the 
flyability of this winter. 

BUT STOP FOLKS! DON'T SUICIDE. 

There is good news. Summer hasn't 
really finished . Out on those miles of 
huge flat paddocks north of the Divide 
there are pumping thermals. 

Alan Bevis did some towing at a secret 
(?) paddock at Burrumbuttock and made 
his third best flight by flying to 
Glenrowan, a distance of 89 ks. 

Shane Gleeson flew from a towing 
paddock at Dookie to Mansfield 
making an adverturesome flight. He 
flew over what he describes as a 
horrible patch of unflat, turbulence 
inducing brown stuff, (known to us as 
"The Paps" flying site) and was coreing 
thermals under 100% cloud cover in the 
rain after a front overtook him. 
(Apparently the front provided no 
lift! ) 

Rejoice, reJoIce, even the hills were 
working! Mike Rowes, in his third 
thermal soaring flight flew 50 ks from 
Mt Sugarloaf! Apparently the only 
reason he flew so far was that he could 
not find the Warrick bomb-out paddock, 
and thought that the Buangor Hotel 
was further away than it was! 

Steve Shearer after only five months of 
flying had his first thermal soaring 
flight off the tow at Dookie! 

The universities around Melbourne are 
getting their clubs together so there are 
now heaps of students undergoing 



training. Good luck all you Gals and 
Guys! Mike Cockburn, John Walmsly, 
Wes HIlI and Rob Vanderklooster have 
been kept so busy they are bound to need 
as much help as they can get. All new 
comers to the sport are invited to 
become part of the flying scene at the 
Southern Hang Gliding Club on the first 
Tuesday of each month at the Anchor 
and Hope Hotel in the Bugatti Bar, it 
starts about 8pm. 

Shane Gleeson has been officially 
recognised as a new Enterprise Wings 
dealer so he will be selling the type of 
glider he flew to become the only 
Victorian to have flown over 100 miles 
in Victoria ever. Phone 898 2262 

So let's get inspired everyone and get 
out there and fly! The V.H.G.A. has 
two towing systems available for use by 
any V.H.G.A. members. If you need to 
know where to go, the V.H.G.A. has 
taken control over site guides so they 
may be obtained from the V.H.G.A. or 
possibly at Southern Hang Gliding Club 
meetings. 

I know where to go - to work! Boo Hoo 

Myles 

WEST AUSTRALIAN COMPS. 

Bluff Knoll Classic - Easter '87 - Sponsored by 
PROSSER TOYOTA, Gosnells 

20 competitors 

1 Sid Lacy 271 points 
2= Kevin Walker 247 
2= Brad Chad wick 247 
4 Mark Facius 242 
5 Jeff Phillips 226 
6 Russel Brierly 225 
7 Dave Drabble 206 
8 Ray Chatfield 204 
9 Peter Howlett 196 
10= Kevin Davidson 170 
10= Greg Scott 170 
Novice Award-Paul Stanyon 169 

Overall State ComI2etition 1986L87 
28 Competitors 

1 Sid Lacy 410 
2 Jeff Phillips 404 
3 Russel Brierly 391 
4 Kevin Walker 361 
5 Ray Chatfield 331 
6 Brad Chad wick 316 
7 Mark Facius 311 
8 Dave Drabble 304 
9 Mike Sabin 292 
10= Kevin Luna 272 
10= Mike Ausbro 272 

Ray Chatsfield 

THRTLLlNG RESULTS 

Fred Fly recently ran a competition at Thrill Hill. 
Unfortunately, while he was tabulating the results, a thermal 
picked up his notes and sent them flying across the 
countryside. Some his notes were recovered and are listed 
below. From this information, can you help Fred match the 
pilots christian names and surnames, work out the colour and 
size of each pilot's glider and where they placed in the 
competition. 

Notes 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The red and white glider came first. It was not the 
175. 

Bernard Evans was not flying the green and brown 
glider. 

The red and white glider was not flown by Burke, who 
was flying the 165 and did not place 5th. 

Williams came one place after the pilot flying the 
green and brown glider, and one place before Alex, who 
was not flying the yellow and white glider. 

The yellow and white 155 was not flown by Smith or 
Williams. 

Cliff came 3rd, while 4th place was not taken by the 
pilot in the red and blue glider. 

The pilot who came 2nd was flying the 162. He was 
not Smith. 
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MOYES MARS 170 (PR1): Very good 
condo Blue & white sail. One owner 
from new, batten profile & manual. 
Never crashed. Selling to upgrade 
glider - $1,200. 
Phone: (02) 301 028 

MARS 170 (PR1): Good condo - $1,150 
(includes apron harness & helmet) 
Cocoon Harness - $80 
PA chute - $250 
Lindsay Ruddock variol altimeter -
$350 
Dennis Cummings auto tow system 
ready to use including bridle - $200 
Phone: Rob (H) (046) 667 079 (B) (046) 
669091 

MOYES MARS 170 (PRl): Red and 
white in colour, includes harness and 
helmet, good condition, little flown -
$l,ooOo.n.o. 
Phone: Allan (02) 623 8423 

AUDIO V ARIO RENZE III: Brand new 
digital readout, strong metal box, 
approx 4" x 2" x I " with mount. Low 
drain batt. Afro copy. This instrument -
$295 on existing stock. 
Phone: Garry (02 543 6607 

SUPERSHIP COMPETITION GTR 
(PF ): Full mylar sail, foiled uprights 
and king post, flying wire radio antenna 
and mount. Dayglo orange and white -
$2,5000.n.o. Must sell owner going 0/5. 
Phone: Harry (042) 967 796 

GTR (PR3): Red surfcoat LIE, gold on 
top, rainbow undersurface, faired 
uprights & kingpost, long sleeves in LIE 
- $1,700 o.n .o. 
Phone: Greg (066) 280356 Byron Bay 

FOIL 160B (PR3) In full competition 
trim but still effortless to handle. Gold 
tempercote LIE with light blue U/S. 
$2300. 
MARS 190 (PRl) Good condo $1300. 
GYRO II 180 (PR 1) Good condo $1300. 
Phone Phil (02) 5608773 
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PROBE II 165 (PR3): Light blue leading 
edge and undersurface . White 
mainsail. Good condition. No flutters -
$1,000. 
Phone: Mark (049) 921 900 

MOYES MARS 170 (PR1): Rainbow 
colour in very good condition and a back 
pack cocoon harness suit person about 
6'1". Hardly been used - with ballast 
compartments. The lot for $1,000 or 
near offer. 
Phone: Peter (02) 632 9864 

AIRBORNE TRIKE (Tandem): 440 Fuji 
Robin engine, electric start. 
210 Moyes GTR trike glider, blue and 
white plus new wooden prop. Covered 
registered trailer - $5,700. 
P.A. 'BULLET back up shute (with 
ballistic charges) - $1,000. 
Phone Rob deGroot (042) 943 140 

COASTAL TOURER (PRl-3): New kite, 
excellent condition, black leading edge, 
two shade orange and white trailing 
edge - $1,500 o.n.o. 
Phone: Terry (049) 633 268 

MAGIC 155 (PR3): A great glider. I just 
don't understand why nobody will ring 
me. It's only $1,600 o.n.o. 
Phone: Di (062) 485 215 

PROBE II 175 (PR3):- White main sail 
and LIE, dark green undersurface, good 
condition - flies well. Must sell - $1,000 
o.n.O. 
Phone: Darren (02) 664 1752 

MARS 170 (PRl) Black LIE, red mlsail, 
gold TIE, same UIS, very outstanding 
colour scheme. Ex condo Manual plus 
batten profile. 
Phone (02) 698 7474 W or (02) 958 1306 H 

PROBE II 175 (PR3): White sail, black 
LIE, emerald undersurface - $500. 
GTR 162 (PR3): White sail, blue LIE, 
red & blue undersurface - $1,000. 
Phone: Chris McDonald (049) 454 294 

GTR 162 (PR3) : White with yellow 
undersurface. Good condition - $1 ,700. 
Phone: (065) 535 438 A.H . 

AIRBORNE Trike rotax 277, 3 blade 
ultraprop with Mega 190 glider $3,500 
includes trailer . Also can arrange 
instruction. 
Phone: Bob (02) 6821820 

MOYES GTR 162 (PR3): Red leading 
edge, white trailing edge, rainbow 
mainsail, speed bar, fa ired uprights 
and kingpost. In very good condition -
$1,800 with extra upright. 
Phone: John (02) 665 9186 

MOYES MARS 170 (PR1): Green and 
gold . Bought 18 months ago, second 
hand but with brand new sail. Used 
three times . Harness plus as new 
helmet - $1,300. 
Phone: David (02) 5581455 A.H. 

"GOING OUT OF FLYING" SALE: 
SWIFT 170 (PR3): reasonable condition 
$400 
Cocoon harness (Moyes) $200 
P I A back-up chute $350 
Electrophone 40 CH CB radio $100 
Tandy portable 6 CH CB $100 
Sell separately or together. 
Reasonable offers considered. 
Phone: Tom Dinning (065) 627 292 

PROBE 175 sail for sale. Only 50 hours. 
T.E. tucked no flutter. Black LIE, red 
U/S. White main. - $200. 
Phone: Rolf (02) 735 212 A.H. 

CT 170 (PRl): Only 6 months old. Black 
LIE, 2 shade orange, white TIE. 
Excellent condo - $1,500. 
Phone: Terry (049) 633 268 

GTR 162 (PR3): Urgent sale, red LIE, 
yellow with white TIE, white U IS, all 
dacron sail, good condition, plus Moyes 
backpack harness with chute, Litek 
va rio, Thommen altimeter, 5 watt CB, 
and helmet - $1,900. 
Phone: Bill (02) 977 6253 Manly 

DATSUN 200B (PR3): Yellow roof racks 
and front rack. Tow bar and rear rack. 
Heavy duty springs, shocks, air 
conditioning, wired for CB, can throw in 
a 6 ch AM CB for nix. Doesn't baulk at 
pigs - $3,500. 
Phone: Rolf (02) 735 212 A.H. 



sa 
GYRO 11180 (PRl). Used no more than 3 
times, as new. 
BODY BAG HARNESS 5'10" - 6'0" 
pilot 
Phone Dermot (08) 2775435 

KELLER POD The ultimate in pods. 
Perfect condition 5'6" - 6'2" 
Phone Birgit (08) 2775435 

FOIL 160B (PR3): Red LIE, gold and 
yellow U/S, white sail, 30 hours only. 
Good condition. (Buying 160B Racer) -
$2,300. 
Phone: Len (08) 276 8593 

MAGIC II 155B half race (PR3): 
Intermediate battons, 4.40z mainbody 
sail, tip fairings, unmarked nylon LIE 
and nose fairing. This glider is in 
faultless condition, would definitely 
suit new glider buyer - $2,700. 
Phone: (08) 277 5435 

GTR 175 (PR3): Blue, white, rainbow, 
recently rebuilt. Flies well. Faired 
K.P. uprights, speed bar, double 
connection. Bargain price for quick sale 
- $1,500. 
Phone: Bill (08) 270 2032 

We 
SINGLE SEAT TRIKE 277cc Rotax 
Engine. New condition, with 3 blade 
ultra prop. 
MOYES Missile 180 wing. Good 
condition. Excellent rig for $3,700. 
Phone: Boot (09) 294 3929 any time 

Brand new, still in box ROBIN 250cc 
engine with props to suit also manual -
$425. 
Phone: Ian (H) (03) 749 3219 (B) (03) 
3930601 

MOYES MARS 170 (PR1): Dark blue 
leading edge, rainbow sail, light blue 
trailing edge in good condition - $1,200 
o.n.o. 
Phone: Bill (053) 322 495 

MARS 190: Blue leading edge. White 
main sail, excellent condition, 3 hrs 
flying. Priced to sell - $950. 
Phone: Tony (03) 309 3346 

WANTED 
Cocoon harness, good condition, suit 
5'10" pilot 
Phone: Peter (03) 7546702 

qld 
WANTED GT 190 or similar and 
exhaust for 447 Rotax. 
Phone: Mark Thompson (0079) 394 106 

PROBE II 175 (PR3):- White LIE & 
topsurface, green undersurfa ce & yellow 
trim, just reconditioned sai l, very good 
trim. Selling to go into smaller glidei . 
Going cheap at $700.00. 
Phone: Wayne Lee (075) 58 4267 

MOYES 170 (PR 1):- Good condi tion, 
white topsail, black leading edge, blue 
keep pocket - $1,000 o.n.o. + helmet. 
MOYES backpack cocoon harness, good 
conditioon - $150 o.n.o. 
Phone: Simone (071) 421 775 

PROBE [[ 175 (PR3): Red LIE and U/S, 
white mainsail, low hours, tight and 
well maintained, very good condition -
$750. 
HARNESS: Stan well Soaring Centre 
pod. Dark blue with co-ordinated light 
blue and white striping. As new - $200. 
HELMET: White, medium size. As new 
- $15. 
Phone: Ken Lilley (07) 351 1278 (AH) 
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1987 BRITISH WOMEN'S NATIONAL CHAMPION 

In only her second competition outing since returning from Australia, 
Jenny Ganderton piloted her new Foil Racer to her first British National 
Title. 

In a competition plagued by rain Jenny won convincingly from a field 
that contained only one other pilot who wasn't flying an Airwave glider. 

In fact, she was so happy with her Racer's performance that she has 
agreed to market them in the United Kingdom on our behalf. 

Congratulations to Jenny and the Foil Racer for providing another 
winning combination. 

1/189 PARKES ST HELENSBURGH 2508 


